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 Pilot killed s two fighter planes crash an Indian Air Force pilot was 

killed as two fighter Jets were involved in any accident Madhya 

Pradesh. 

 The deceased was identified as wing commander Hanumanth Rao 

Sarathi. Two pilots were rescued. 

The Jets were Sukhoi- 30 MKI and. Mirage-200. Both had flewn from 

Gwalior, one aircraft crashed in Morena (M.P), while other Suthoi 

crashed in Bharatpur (Rajasthan). It is suspected that the two fighter 

Jets met mid air collision though investigation is going on to confirm 

this pilot of Mirage died immediately in Morena. While sukhoi pilot 

had  
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 Palestinian gunman killed – 7 new Jerusalem Synagogue. 

On Saturday Palestionial killed 7- Israelis in a synagogue while they 

were performing Sabbath Gunman fled. The incident came after Israeli 

raid in Jenin (west bank), in which a palest ion were killed . 

PM of Israel Benjamin Netanya her has fold that Israel will act with 

determination and composure. 

India has denounced this attack and has shown to be with Israel in  

in this time. US secretery of state Antony Blinken is scheduled to visit 

Israel on Sunday after January. 

Synagogue  Sabbath 

 

Place of Prayer Prayer performed by JEW. 

For a JEW 
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 Mughal Garden is now Amrit Udhyan. The Rashtrapati Bhawan 

gardens. Popularly known as Mughal Gardens. Has been renamed as 

AMRIT UDYAN.  

It was designed by Edwin Lutuens who who built Rashtrapti Bhawan. 

Its architecture was inspired by Mughal architecture that‟s why it was 

named Mughal Gardens. 

The Garden is opened for a brief period for „Public each year. This year 

garden will be opened from 28th January to 26 March. 
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 Protest erupts in USA, while police beats a black man. 

In Memphis (Southern USA)a man trye Nicholus wasmercillesllybeaten 

by police while arresting. The video of this got eirculatedthrough social 

media. Many gathered in protest against police. 

All the five policeman involved in this are black. 

Violence against black is a major issue in USA. Also In another 

gunshot in California 4 people died. 

 14 killed in Lugansk Hospital, says Russia. 

 Rusia has accused Ukraine of bombing Hospital in Lugansk region in 

which  
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 Opposition asks why LIC and SBI continue to invest in Adani group 

opposition leaders have asked why company‟s like LIC and SBI with 

large govt states, has invested in Adani. 

Recently New York based Invester research, firm, Hidenberg Research 

had alleged that Adani is involved in „”Brazen stock manipulation and 

accounting froud”, which led to fall in shares of Adani group 

companies and its investors. Adani group had accused the allegation 

to be “Malicious. Ans bed stantidble and one-sided”. 

LIC – 77,000 cr investment in Adani 

  Dropped to  



 

 

  53,000 cr. 

LIC shares lost 22,442 crore. 

SBI market capitalization has declined to 54,618 crore 
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Loan by Indian PSUs to to Adani group = 81,200 cr. 

Opposition is demanding that govt. should investigate these through 

RBI, SEBI and E-D. 

 BJP to contest 55 seats inTribara election old ally “IPFT” to fight on 

five Tripura will go for assembly elections on 16th Fabraury. 

BJP has finalized its seat sharing will old ally IPFT (Indigenous 

People‟s front of Tripura). BJP will fight at55, and IPFT on 5 seats.  

Total seats - 60 

An 2018 elections    CP(M) 

 

BJP + IPFT      

Seats won = 36 8 = 44    16 
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About Tripura elections ? 

Tripura earlier before2018 was ruled by (CPI(M) but in  

2018 BJP + IPFT came to power  

 

 36 8 

Another development this years is rise of TIRPA – MOTHA. 

TIPRA – Tripura Indigenous Progressive Regional Alliance also known 

as TIPRA MOTHA is led by Pradyot Bikram Mankiya Debbarma. TIPRA 

was founded in 2019 by in TTAADC (Tripura tribal Autonomous areas 

district council) elections reld in 2021. TIPRA won16 seats out of 28. 

This year it has decided to take part in assembly. elections and till 

now has declined alliance with any party such as BJP congress, TMC, 

CPI(M). 
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TIPRA MOTHA can emerge as a major player in 2023 assembly 

elections aslo, TMC (Trinmool congress) hed by Mamta Benergee is 

also pressing hard for 2023 elections in Tripura. 

One of the demands of TIPRA is formation of a  separate, TIPRALAND 

state., which will be nostly of TTAADC territory.  

TIPRALAND  

 

Demanded by TIPRA party. 
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 GAC to hadle complaints against social Media from March 1. In 

concurrence with IT Act – 2023. Govt has formed 3 Greivana 

Appeallate committee to look into complaints against social Media 

Platform such as Facebook, Instagram,  Twitter, etc. by common 

users. 

Whole process will be digital in which complaints will be put online. 

GAC will try to address it within 30 days. The portal will start taking 

complaints from March 1. 

Afc it rules-2021 

Social networking companies will have to appoint a Grievance officer. 

GAC will issue its direction to grievana officer. Such as removing posts 

or videos from its platform. Proper action will be taken in cse of non 

compliance with GAC order. 
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 Bharat Jodo Yatra resumed after security beefed up. 

Bharat Jodo Yatra is in its last leg. It will last on 30 January in 

Srinagar. 

On Saturday Mehbooba Mufti and her daughter participated in this 

other participant was PRIYANKA GANDHI on Saturday. 

 Congress to be fulcrum of why alliance to be formed against BJP for 

2024 election. This was told by jairam Ramesh a senior congress 

leader. 
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Sports 

 

Hockey World Cup (Bhubaneswar – Rourkela)  

 

Final will be played today Belgium and Germany. In Bhubaneswar  

Australia Vs Netherland for 3rd spot  

India Finished 9th. 

AUSTRALIAN OPEN  

 Aryna sabalenka (Belarus) won- Australion open by beating elena 

Rybakina (Kazakhastan) in AO women singles.  

 Novak Djokovic and Tistispan  

(Serbia)       (French)  

To play in final of Australian open Men‟s Singles. 

 

 


